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2/9/2021
Why Remember?

Documenting this crisis is important when discussing what went on, establishing
a timeline, and pointing out errors and missteps taken during the pandemic. To collect
artifacts and journals and the like allows the same story to be told in several
perspectives. The white, upper-middle class family may have a totally different list of
struggles and concerns than the black, lower-middle class family. These covid
collections also help untangle the numerous complexities that happened during the
pandemic: the BLM protests, the Trump administration’s actions, the storming of the
capitol, the House and Senate wrestling for stimulus checks, etc. And when untangling
the clustered mess, we would also be able to see the effect these events had on the
general public with first hand accounts– suggesting authenticity and accuracy when
drawing conclusions.
The college student’s voice is crucial in a situation like this. Given that college
students are soon to enter the workforce and positions of power, missteps may be
lessons that will be carried. And with the knowledge that pandemics are much more
likely because of climate change and deforestation, first-hand experiences may be
crucial when dealing with future pandemics. As a college student and experiencing such
an event first hand, in a future instance of this happening again, I’m going to know how
to better respond to it.
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The New Normal
has been the old normal
with more time and enthusiasm
and passion until the “new normal”
caught up and became the old normal
once again, being disguised with conveniences.
But no longer are they conveniences.
Electricity and wifi and groceries
are not free. Neither am I
free to leave my home comfortably.
I have to come to terms with the idea
that the hustle is no longer passion,
but the Target or Walmart down the road.
Because the hustle is what everyone is on these days.
The new normal is still competition
but with higher stakes.
Electricity and wifi and groceries
are not free. Neither am I.
Twelve hours a day stuck to a computer
because hobbies and now educational necessities
require it. I hope I don’t end up
in the hospital
for hemorrhoids.
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One year later, from 2020 to 2021,
nothing has changed about me except:
I.

My sleep schedule is atrocious.
Is 4am too late or too early?
Depends if you’re awake or just now sleeping.
Also depends if it’s a school night or not.
Also also depends if you’re depressed– like, clinically.

II.

My confidence has shot up.
And now I can say I’ve changed
and mean it.

III.

I learned that I like to stress myself out
even though there is literally no reason to be stressed.
Projects started and nothing more.
The equivalent of empty promises to myself.

IV.

My ability to forgive has heightened.
And nothing weighs me down anymore.
I am a superhero with no weakness;
being my own downfall is NOT a weakness.
I am just that fucking good.

Nothing has changed about myself. I am
simply a better version. My cores have been strengthened,
but have always been spoken into existence.
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4-5-2021
Somebody asked me what I would do after the pandemic ends
and I replied with “the same thing I always do,”
neglecting the fact that life now
is not what life was then.
It was warm out this past weekend.
I recalled a time where my smile
wasn’t a black censor bar worn
on my hopeful face.
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5/3/2021

COVID-19 Timeline
A creative nonfiction narrative
My 20th Birthday
March 11, 2020
-

At this point of time, COVID-19 was running a bit rampant. I was able to experience “normal life”
for one of the last few times.

I weigh 280 lbs
March 17, 2020
-

I was quite unhealthy at this point and Monmouth extended spring break in fear of students
bringing COVID to the campus. I decided I needed to make a change to myself while I could.

Weight loss begins
March 18, 2020
-

I made full efforts to cut weight through counting calories. I cut soda, most of my sugar intake,
and attempted to drink more water throughout the day.

Lockdown in response to COVID-19 occurs in Chicago
March 20, 2020
-

I stayed home and gave up on school by this point. Being fully checked out, I made the decision
to drop every class that wasn’t Creative Writing. People rushed for toilet paper.

Pursues a streaming career
April 15, 2020
-

By this point, I was thinking about what kinds of jobs I would be able to get for the summer. I
figured that I would be able to make money being a content creator.

Eligible to be paid as a streamer
April 27, 2020
-

After streaming for 12 days, I dedicated myself to making content as a way to make money, since
the job market was a shit-show.

Relationship begins
April 29, 2020
-

Though this is a long-distance relationship, it was yet another thing to work towards. This
relationship’s foundation was built on the idea of improving one another.

Leaves Monmouth College
May 15, 2020
-

Officially checked out of school, I decided to drop out from Monmouth, figuring that there was
nothing left for me. Subsequently, I left the ZBT fraternity despite being Vice President of the
Chapter.
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Applied to Columbia College Chicago
May 23, 2020
-

My mother pressured me to continue schooling regardless of the pandemic. And since I couldn’t
find a job or had no income from being an amateur content creator, I had no choice. I figured I
would pursue poetry.

George Floyd protests begin in Minneapolis
May 26, 2020
-

I blocked, argued, and updated lots of people on this day. I realized how gross people were.

Builds my first PC
May 28, 2020
-

I invested into my streaming career to up its quality. I was introduced into a world of tech,
broadcasting, and competitive gaming.

I weigh 250 lbs
July 19, 2020
-

This was a large milestone for my weight loss. Though it wasn’t super obvious just yet, I was
excited to see a much smaller number on the scale.

U.S. passes 5 million COVID-19 cases
August 8, 2020
-

By this point, I was living life as though COVID did not exist, cocky over the fact that I was young,
it was summer, and that I was staying very active. Though I kept my caution, much of my routine
went back to normal.

Earns first paycheck as a streamer
September 14, 2020
-

I felt as though my investing had paid off. I remember seeing a hard earned deposit hit my bank
account, excited for what was to come.

Hits 250 followers as a streamer
September 16, 2020
-

This was an indicator that I should continue to pursue a career in content creation. I dove deeper
into the rabbit hole in an effort to further improve my skills and quality.

Launches YouTube channel
September 25, 2020
-

My video went public after 60+ hours of script writing, gathering gameplay, recording, and editing.
As of 5/3/21, the video is at 70 views.

MF DOOM passes away
October 31, 2020
-

MF DOOM was a giant influence in my current music taste and writing. News of his passing was
not known until December 31, 2020. This date was the reported passing of the artist.
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Joe Biden is projected winner of election
November 7, 2020
-

Election week was a fucking nightmare.

U.S. passes 10 million COVID-19 cases
November 9, 2020
-

COVID only existed when I was in unfamiliar places and on the news.

FDA approves Pfizer vaccine
December 11, 2020
-

I was uneasy about the vaccine.

FDA approves Moderna vaccine
December 18, 2020
-

I was uneasy about the vaccine because it felt rushed.

I take a trip to Tampa, Florida
December 28, 2020
-

COVID certainly did not exist, but my mask said otherwise. It felt counterproductive to wear a
mask but sit in the middle seat between two other travelers.

COVID-19 variant from U.K. appears in the U.S.
December 29, 2020
-

I felt uneasy about the vaccine because it felt rushed. And now COVID beat us to the punch and
started adapting.

Girlfriend’s 21st birthday
December 31, 2020
-

It was a sigh of relief to feel welcomed in a time of uncertainty. It is a long distance relationship–
one built on improving each other.

I weigh 245 lbs
January 5, 2021
-

It was a sigh of relief to be a little lighter and to watch my darkened stretch marks lighten up. I
was very proud of myself.

U.S. Capitol stormed by Pro-Trump mob
January 6, 2021
-

How could these people shit on BLM but attack the capitol? I stayed off social media all day.

FDA approved Johnson & Johnson vaccine
February 27, 2021
-

I was uneasy about the vaccine because it was rushed. And COVID beat us to the punch and
started adapting. A third vaccine only made me more skeptical for some reason. Options only
screamed capitalism. And why do we need competition when trying to save lives?
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21st birthday
March 11, 2021
-

COVID was long gone. I risked my health for a good time.

1-year anniversary with girlfriend
April 29, 2021
-

It was surreal that this long distance relationship lasted as long as it did– especially when it was
a pandemic relationship. It was common to hear about separation/divorce from couples.

First day as a barista
April 30, 2021
-

I finally got a job. A job that I wanted. I am pursuing yet another goal of mine and life is slowly
going back to normal. I am incredibly excited over what’s to come in the future. It can only be
nothing but good things.

I reflect
May 3, 2021
-

Ultimately, the pandemic was such a beautiful time for me to flourish and mature. I had
the time and space to do so. But the interesting thing was that my progress occurred
during days of grief, sacrifice, and suffering. While I made grand accomplishments,
people were dying. What an odd time to be happy and excited. Of course, I recognize I
had little control over a global phenomenon, I also recognize my progressively reckless
behavior. How dangerous it can be: the power of not wanting to miss out.

